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A concert hall is one of the cultural buildings which is
designed to serve as performance venue and became
a stylised urban monument that leads to intensified
architectural development for a world class theatre.
Today, the concert hall demands a variety of stage types
for different performances and recognised as a symbol
of the cultural spirit in a city. A new image of auditorium,
Angkasapuri Symphony Arena was dedicated in 1961 to
RTMorchestra, the first orchestra in Malaysia developed by
Radio Televisyen Malaysia (RTM)and located in Angkasapuri
Complex, Bukit Putra. Situated in Bangsar, a vibrant city
with modern lifestyle. The symphony arena appreciaties
the RTM orchestra and becomes a medium to promote
the state's performing arts sector especially for symphony
orchestra. It is seen as a key element to the identity and
vitality of the city. The Angkasapuri Symphony Arena could
become a new social and cultural centre for Bangsar
residents and international culturally interested public at
large. This project focused on enhancing the diversity of
human experiences to the site sensitivity and local identity
through the performance arts. The programming of this
symphony arena will strengthen community engagement
through RTM's activities.
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